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improvements to the printing process of a full structure like the one in doc.tw.o/Documentation

Status
 Closed

Subject
improvements to the printing process of a full structure like the one in doc.tw.o/Documentation

Version
2.x
3.x
9.x

Category
Usability

Feature
PDF
Wiki Structure (book & table of content)

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Related to http://dev.tikiwiki.org/bug1184 . Opened a new one since those comments below are
updated of a new trial I made today - Jan. 7th, 2009
Issues detected while dogfooding "minimum-clicks for pdf from doc.tw.o/Documentation structure".
An opportunity to improve the current features for production.
Related links:
http://doc.tikiwiki.org/Documentation
and
http://doc.tikiwiki.org/tiki-print_pages.php

Printed to html using SeaMonkey browser 1.1.12 and to pdf CUPS/pdf printer, both under Ubuntu
8.04 GNU/Linux
page numbers refer to a pdf produced today out of there:
ftp://ftp.ourproject.org/pub/edutiki/090107_doc_tw_o_Tikiwiki_Documentation_SeaMonkey.pdf
(25Mb)
-----------------------------

Autonumbering of headings is shown on the table of contents, but not on the pages themselves
(using the default theme in doc.tw.o, based on thenews.css I guess). I would say that this
worked for me a month ago on a 2.1 site using feb12.css with another (shorter) structure of wiki
pages (
http://www.iesbarcelona.org/ESSO350/tikiwiki-2.1/tiki-index.php?page=2008+Fall+-+Final+Pa
per ).
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page 39: .htaccess from dynamic content is not shown in the full page. Can this be modified at
printing time so that the full content is shown on the page?

page 41: a CODE block longer than a single sheet of paper is cut at the end of the page, not
showing the rest of the content. Can this be modified at printing time so that the full content is
shown on the page?

Some pages didn't have the title manually displayed. Those ones doesn't show the title of the
page (as section of the full pdf)... Maybe the best workaround is to add a setting for the user to
select whether he/she wants adding all page names as titles to the pages, or not. For our case,
maybe it's easier to remove extra title (easy to identify when you have too title too similar one
after the other) than having to figure out where a new page starts... (see plugins pages...).
Example: page 127: PluginJS is shown, fine, but not PluginLang, PluginListpages? Plugin
Manager?, on the following pages...

copyright license is needed at the end?

It would be nice to allow at structure-printing time to select which version among the ones
allowed by the PLUGIN VERSIONS (where applicable), had to be selected for printing. Right
now, it might be useful for people looking for an updated documentation for their 1.9.x, so that
all plugin versions were pre-set to display the content from 1.9.x. Moreover, after April (only
some months to go for that) we will have the same issue with people looking for 3.x
documentation, or just 2.x. Well, this is just to raise this point for the following months, so that,
the better for us for producing our own documentation, the better for other communities
producing their documentation using Tiki and coping with their versions also... (Firefox, for
instance?)

when the content is copied and pasted to OpenOffice (using OOo 2.x and 3.x), there are images
or tables which are wider than the page size.

Is it possible to have page breaks added before headings of level X (and let the user select a
page break just before a heading level 1, and 2, for instance).

Update on Dec 7th, 2012 (Tiki9.x LTS):

RFE still valid....

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
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Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
2255

Created
Wednesday 07 January, 2009 16:53:51 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Friday 07 December, 2012 09:39:20 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item2255-improvements-to-the-printing-process-of-a-full-structure-like-the-one-in-doc-t
w-o-Documentation
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